Reading effeciency is based on the understanding that
reading is essentially a learning tool
Reading is one of the main sources of intake of
information and in the yeshiva educational system the
number 1 source of intake
That being said we must make reading as effective a
tool for intake as can be.
Therefore:
1.the speed and accuracy of the reading is of utmost
importance -our goal should be to bring these to their
maximum potential
With the zobin method we evaluate every talmids
maximum potential for speed and aim for bringing his
reading to that level and at the same time with utmost
accuracy and in thousands of cases b”H been quite
successful!
This similar to touchtyping as opposed to someone
who is a slow typer which makes so much of a
difference as to how much output can be attained.
2.Another aspect is reading as whole words as opposed
to breaking up words into syllables since the point is
intake of info you have to understand whats being read
and to understand syllables by piecing it back to words

is much harder and tiring and joyless than reading it in
the first place as words which have meaning.
3.Teaching in Hebrew to take notice of the unique
visual\graphuc identity of each letter as opposed to the
phonic identity is of utmost importance to the intake of
info since in Hebrew every slight difference changes
the whole meaning and for instance similar sounding
letters like chof and ches change drastically the
meaning of the words which makes it very hard to
understand and process the info ,let alone enjoy it.
There are some other aspects and the zobin method is
tailor made to make sure that in all aspects your
reading is as efficient as can be learning tool!

